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Power-to-X (a.k.a. PtX or P2X)
PtG systems can fulfill both the
refers to technologies dealing
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with conversion of electricity into
storage needs. In addition, PtG
Hydrogen is the
some other power or substance.
technologies facilitate the intebasiс element in
These technologies are under
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As PtG technologies are based
as for carbon-neutral fuel proon the use of hydrogen either as
duction.
an energy storage or a chemical
The term encompasses numerous technolingredient, they employ an electrolyser for
ogies. The X in the terminology can mean, for
hydrogen production. If allowed by the existinstance, one of the following: gas, liquids,
ing hydrogen level in natural gas network,
chemicals, heat, mobility or food. A traditional
hydrogen can be directly injected to the netexample of PtX is Power-to-Heat technology
work, which is currently demonstrated in Centhat is based on coupling of solar panels with
tral Europe [3].
a heat pump.
The more common option is to convert hydrogen into methane, so it is fully equivalent
with natural gas networks and the conversion
Power-to-Gas systems
systems can be a part of the existing biogas
One of the novel and market-ready PtX techplant facilities [4].
nologies is Power-to-Gas (PtG) technology
that uses synthetic gas to store excess power
Benefits and downsides of PtG
produced by renewable energy sources.
Thus, its application potential would be within
International targets to prevent global warmregional electricity systems with a high share
ing are positive towards fossil-free and reof variable energy sources and which have an
newable energy sources supporting the growaccess to a hydrogen (H2) or natural gas
ing importance and expansion of PtG technol(CH4) infrastructure [1].
ogy. Specific advantages for the further
growth of the PtG technology are the following:


PtG allows to convert volatile electricity obtained from renewable sources into synthetic gases (H₂ or another gas).
The last can be used for various purposes, for instance, for the low carbon
rate fuels or green chemistry.





The gas obtained by PtG technology
can potentially replace conventional
fossil natural gas and by this contribute into decarbonization.
PtG increases flexibility of energy systems by integrating electricity and gas
grids.

On the negative side, the PtG technology
demands high capital investment combined
with regulatory and infrastructure challenges,
why for instance direct feeding of hydrogen
into natural gas network is still in piloting
phase. Also the overall efficiency of PtG
plants is usually below 50% without cooperation of biogas plant producing heat and
CO2 for PtG plant, meaning that higher efficiencies are achieved with pumped-hydro or
battery storage systems.
Examples cases
Many countries invest in PtX technologies
development. Currently the hydrogen related
technologies have in general the industrial
application. However, for example, Germany
funded a €30 million first-phase research project into power-to-X options in 2016 [5] as well
as has introduced the strategy for development hydrogen-powered vehicles and buildings. Various PtG projects are in pilot phase
or even reaching an industrial scale.
The example of modeling the PtG technologies usage in the UK is given in [6]. The results showed that producing hydrogen from
electricity is capable of reducing wind curtailment in a high wind case and decreasing the
overall cost of operating the UK gas and electricity network. The northern part of UK was
identified as a suitable region to develop hydrogen electrolysis and injection facilities due
to its vicinity to a significant capacity of wind
generation, as well as the existence of gas
network headroom capacity.

There are not many positive cases of using
PtG technology in Finland: Joutseno methane
plant was under study in 2017. That methane
plant would have been the largest producer of
hydrogen and methane in renewable methane
in the world targeting at the overall power of
18-28 megawatts. The plant is not yet profitable though its development continues [7].
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